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About This Game

Steve, the Wizard has been kidnapping the Marshmallows!
Rally your troops and fight your way to the top of an ever-shuffling tower to defeat him!
Marshmallow Melee is an adorable rogue-lite dungeon crawler with toy-sized warriors.

Game Features

 A toy-scaled dungeon crawler with over 70 unique “playset” levels

 A Shuffling Tower System that creates a different adventure every time you play

 Wacky weapons: hit enemies with a lolly-pop, cactus, and more!
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 Shops where you can buy powerful new weapons . . . and PIZZA!

 Physically Based Rendering for ultimate Marshmallow immersion

 Minimal Space Requirements: Designed for front-facing standing or seated VR (“Couch Scale”)
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Title: Marshmallow Melee
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
TriHelix LLC
Publisher:
TriHelix LLC
Release Date: 6 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8.1

Processor: Intel Core i7

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVidia GeForce GTX 1050 Ti

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 3 GB available space

English
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Fantastic! Oldschool :D. I didn't hate this game, so I will recommend it.
It's definitely not worth $14.99. The lowest price seems to had been $5.99. I'd say that is even pushing it. Hopefully you have a
nice friend to get the game for you instead lol. Luckily, my friend did just that.
The story was sweet. The game felt a little too short. The game could be completed in four hours.
There's not really a reason to replay besides an extra feature of being in underwear the entire adventure. The graphics would be
a bit inconsistent when using that feature as it will sometimes show him wearing a shirt in the textbox.
As far as bugs go, the game can sometimes be unresponsive, but it only lasts for a short while. There was one graphical glitch I
had however it was fixed when restarting the game.
For a Point & Click game, there's not much to really click.
The humor in the game made me chuckle.
The innuendos in this game is pretty vast.
The art is passable. There's some inconsistentencies, such as the white pixels when you're riding the ship lift. However, I will say
some of them are nice eyecandy.
There's not that much animations in the game. However, I haven't really played many Point and Click games. I don't believe
many Point and Cick games have animations.
There's no voices in the game. The music is alright, not something I would download. It is very loud. I would turn your cpu
volume down before playing.
There's not really any secrets in this game as far as I know.
There's also a lot of needless walking. I can click on a thing across the screen and the character will walk there only to say one
line.
Is this a game you need? No. Is it worth checking out just for the gay theme? Maybe? The gay theme might be the only thing
going for it. There's not many gay themed games, so it exceeds there.. This game is a master piece for EA, why because there is
so little genre like this one especially in isometric view i have been played all zombie genre like PZomboid, State of Decay 1
and 2, dead age, dead state, hard west, Crai mira, frozen state etc for now it's really playable but lack of content, i love crafting
and build a base etc, i hope in next month or more the game more polished (just hoping more like State of Decay in isometric
view) because for game play state of decay and project zomboid is the best gameplay i ever play in zombie genre , keep agood
work Dev XD. donot let negative review let u down Dev keep polished ur game and ur have a great potential tobe AAA game. i
know unity engine have limitation but keep optimation and keep add content like npc, lively town center or suburb etc it make
the game more alive think like stalker world where there is bandit and zombie and survivor fight each other. Its .... Good.. More
Simcity Social than Theme Hospital, it's a good paced haunted house puzzle game. Playing without any technical failures on a
mid-to-low level PC with outdated graphics card.. ok game. love the concept but dont like how hard it is to find rake. Dev if you
read this this game has so much
potential for the future and i believe that if you keep working hard on updating this game it will become something
extroadinary. The rake is scary when or if you find him and the graphics or really good too. But maybe add a way too make it
easier to find the rake.also try too add some type of story element too the game or at least an intro of what too do. I am only
making suggestions too help you out you dont need to listen to me as I wouuldnt even be able to create anything you already
have in this game. I would recommend this game to anybody looking for a good scare and who can see the potential in this
game. thank you , p.s dev i wouldnt raise the prize anymore if i were you as people were mad about that.. keeps on crshing can't
play :[. Tidalis is a simple puzzle game based around destroying blocks by use of energy beams! Which sounds a lot more
exciting than it is. Essentially you point blocks that drop down in tetris-like fashion in a specific direction and attempt to create
a laser-path that passes through 3 or more blocks of the same colour. It leads to the occasional brain-teaser, and is nicely done.

The music to the game is nice and restful, and the graphics are\u2026 well, it\u2019s a tetris\/bejeweled hybrid. Do NOT expect
high end graphics. The background artwork is at turns nice and creepy though. Seriously, those weird mutated animal things in
the background are deeply disturbing.

Doesn\u2019t get a huge score, given its derivative nature and lack of ability to completely addict (see Candy Crush Saga or
Bejeweled), but fun enough for some casual game-time.

http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=348099889. No bugs, good pace and enjoyable art. Essentially
Guitar hero with a keyboard.. too hard to control the game i tried in keyboard mode it was quite difficult
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Thought this game was fun but it is a bit low on content atm. There is 3 weapons to earn and 3 Robot bad guys to fight. They
should add tank\/helicopper or smaller robot waves inbetween the main robots, it would add a bit more play time. Overall fun
game $10 is a bit high but it is in early access so should get better.

Check out my Video Gameplay Here: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=MSd5dFeCzC8. Pros: Cards
Cons: Game itself. enjoyed playing this game - and will continue to enjoy it. I found the one thing that when you disarm an NPC
he walks over, picks up his sword and kills you almost immediatly while you stand behind him\/her swinging, stabbing etc etc to
no avail. I still enjoyed it and yes was sweating a tad after an hour. - thumbs up for this one.. As near as I can tell, there are
literally two games in this genre - this one and Tiny Town VR. There are pros and cons to each:

1) Diorama Worlds appears to give you limited animation while Tiny Town does not - the best reason to get this
2) Diorama Worlds has no tutorial and is WAY less intuitive than Tiny Town VR
3) Tiny Town VR appears to have more assets in general, but all are completely static and offer very little customization
4) Tiny Town VR appears way more stable at this point
5) Tiny Town VR has multiple various features to make it easier to place, move, copy\/paste, etc. art assets - Diorama Worlds
may have such tools, but good luck finding them without doing a search via the forums or a Wiki.

Despite the fact that Tiny Town VR has a lot more polish, more assets, and has the oh so important 'ease of use' concept down
pat, I'd still say pick both up if you can. However, if Tiny Town VR ever adds any sort of animation feature, than skip Diorama
Worlds, as that is basically the one and only reason to get it over Tiny Town VR.. Perfect games don't exi-. Finally a hockey
simulation that gets it right! I am simply overwhelmed at all this game has to offer. If you love hockey, I mean really love hockey;
this game should be in your possession right now! I want to write a long review and explain all the improvements made from
previous versions and how much better this game is compared to eastside hockey, but I want to get back to playing. I may edit this
review later when I have more time but for now, this is nearly perfect for me. It is by far the best sports game on the market!!!
Thank you developers, job well done!

UPDATED Review:
I've logged over 220 hours now so i figured i would update my review since first purchasing the game. The game is awesome,
period! The game has never crashed for me, leads me to believe it is the hardware, not the software. You cannot go wrong with this
purchase, replayabilty and depth of managing, easily makes it well worth the money.

I enjoy starting unemployed and working my way up to the pros. But it is nearly as enjoyable to manage my favorite pro team. A lot
of freedom to adjust the game to what you desire. I love this game!. Not so much a fan of the rpg part of the game.
The main story always recommends a certain level (5-10-15-20-25)
And by the time I hit 20 I was really bored with it, and then of course it turns out you still need to grind to lvl 25.
At that point I just quit, and started a new playthrough in "visual novel" difficulty.

You only get to choose between 5 weapons for each character, and 5 armor sets (including the one you start with).
So after you get one of those, literally nothing changes for combat anymore.

Story-wise I was just disappointed that there was no comment when going for all 4 romance options for 1 girl.
And likewise if 2 girls were courting the same partner...nothing.
. Robust Cross-Platform Online Multiplayer User Experience. Awesome game. It takes the awesome elements of worms but makes it
better (and more challenging). i have played this game on my console and like it very much. unfortunitly this game crashes and i
was unable to get past the first mission.
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